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analytics to flagship Secret 
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The company’s newest version of Secret Server adds enhanced session recording, new capability to discover Active 
Directory accounts and the official launch of Privileged Behavior Analytics.
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Thycotic will launch the newest version (10.2) of its flagship Secret Server product on April 12. The new 
release adds a few notable enhancements, including enhanced session recording, a new ability to discov-
er Active Directory (AD) accounts and improvements to the Secret Server installation process that cuts 
down on post-install configuration changes. However, the most significant change is the official launch 
of Thycotic Privileged Behavior Analytics (PBA), based on technology acquired from Cyber Algorithms in 
November 2016.

T H E  4 5 1  TA K E
There are logical synergies between user behavior analytics (UBA) and privilege management, with the dif-
ference lying largely in user focus. While UBA is concerned with the activities of all users, PM has historically 
focused on privileged users, such as admins and IT staff, that have access to sensitive resources – the ‘crown 
jewels.’ The lines between the two sectors are becoming blurrier, and with the launch of PBA, Thycotic now 
has a more complete PM stack that should help it better compete with the ‘big boys’ in PM.

C O N T E X T
Washington DC-based Thycotic’s long odyssey began in 1996 as a software consulting company with a focus on applica-
tion security. The company was founded by current CTO and former CEO Jonathan Cogley, who set Thycotic on a different 
course in 2005 by entering the PM market with the launch of its flagship password vault for privileged accounts, Secret 
Server. 
The CEO reins were taken in 2015 by NetIQ veteran James Legg, in conjunction with a majority investment from Insight 
Venture Partners. Since then, Thycotic has utilized M&A as a way to expand its repertoire, beginning with the February 
2016 acquisition of Alpine, Utah-based application control and privilege management vendor Arellia. That transaction 
was followed by the purchase of analytics vendor Cyber Algorithms in November 2016. 
Thycotic has also deepened its management ranks under Insight’s guidance, with a new CMO (Steve Kahan), CFO (Kathy 
Moore), VP of channel sales (Bob Gagnon), VP of EMEA (Simon Azzopardi), VP of services and support (Tamir Orbach), and 
a strategic advisor for the public sector (former US Army Lieutenant General Rhett Hernandez). When we last wrote about 
the company in late 2016, Thycotic had doubled its headcount to over 80, with 2015 revenue in the neighborhood of 
$15m. Thycotic has now increased headcount to over 130, and claims YoY growth of over 66%, which would put revenue 
in the range of $25-30m and on track for $40-50m in 2017.

P R O D U C TS
Thycotic entered the PM market in 2005 with the launch of its flagship password vault for privileged accounts, Secret 
Server. This was followed in 2009 by Password Reset Server, a cost-effective tool designed to help reduce helpdesk calls via 
self-service password resets. In 2012 Thycotic launched Group Management Server, a user-provisioning and access-gover-
nance product that allows customers to administer user groups within Active Directory, and add and remove employees 
and contractors in an automated manner. In 2016 the company added Privilege Manager for Windows to help IT admins 
apply least-privilege principles on Windows endpoints using application whitelisting and on-demand privilege elevation. 
Thycotic’s most recent addition is the launch of Secret Server Cloud, a full multi-tenant SaaS version of Secret Server that is 
intended to provide all the features that customers have come to know and love, without the need to install and maintain 
on-premises infrastructure. Thycotic claims Secret Server Cloud has gained 500 customers since its launch in 2016. 
The newest iteration, Privileged Behavior Analytics, is the result of the Cyber Algorithms acquisition in November 2016. 
As we noted at the time of the transaction, the goal of PBA is to help customers detect a potential breach before it hap-
pens. PBA is a cloud-based offering that runs on AWS and connects directly to an on-premises version of Secret Server. 
Daily activities of privileged users are offloaded to PBA’s machine-learning algorithm in the cloud to establish baselines 
of ‘normal’ daily activity. Once baselines are ‘learned,’ PBA can alert security staff to anomalous behavior that could be an 
early indication of compromise, account takeover, insider abuse or even accidental changes. 
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Architecturally, PBA consists of two main components. The first is a risk-scoring and alerting piece that keeps secu-
rity teams informed as to what is going on and alerts on anomalies when a risk score for certain events pass certain 
thresholds. The second piece provides a point-in-time analytics snapshot that enables a high-level view of the 
overall activity within privileged accounts – who is accessing what resources, from where, at what time, etc. From 
a security perspective, data exchange is just a one-way push of data from Secret Server to the machine-learning 
engine in the cloud. The cloud component cannot talk to Secret Server – no credentials are exchanged, and all 
data is encrypted in transit with strict access controls. 
Unlike more broadly constituted UBA offerings, PBA is purely focused on privileged users and privileged accounts. 
Thycotic has identified four main use cases for PBA: privileged accounts being accessed at unusual times, unusual 
amounts of privileged accounts being accessed at once, unusual access of the most valuable privileged accounts, 
and the most active privileged users or accounts. Users can drill down into events for more detail, and all events 
are logged for reporting and audit purposes.

ST R AT EGY
Thycotic has been known primarily as an SMB-focused PM vendor, although in recent years the company has 
moved up the food chain and landed bigger enterprise-class deals. Under the Insight Ventures umbrella, Thycotic 
has also been aggressively expanding its product set, the most recent examples being the addition of application 
control and whitelisting, and now privileged-behavior analytics. 
The newest version of Secret Server, 10.2, is available at no additional charge to existing customers, although 
customers must have a Secret Server license to benefit from PBA, which will also require a separate annual sub-
scription based on the number of users, so a main goal will be to drive new Secret Server sales and increase the 
PBA attach rate. The core value proposition of PBA will be to save admins the hours of manual labor that would 
be required to sort through thousands of logs to find evidence of unusual behavior, at which point attackers are 
generally long gone.

C O M P E T I T I O N
As we have noted in past reports, we view privilege management as a sub-segment of the broader identity and 
access management (IAM) space, and consisting of at least five discrete capabilities: privileged password man-
agement/vaulting, privileged session management, Active Directory bridging to enable access to non-Windows 
resources via AD log-in credentials, privileged session monitoring and recording, and Windows least-privilege 
management. 
While vendors like Cyber-Ark and BeyondTrust have checked most of the PM boxes, most others still have notable 
gaps that will need to be filled either via partnership or M&A. Other PM vendors include CA, Centrify and Lieber-
man Software, as well as more narrowly focused vendors such as BalaBit, ObserveIT and Wallix. Other vendors that 
provide Windows privilege management, either as stand-alone products or as part of a broader product portfolio, 
include Avecto, BeyondTrust, CyberArk (via the Viewfinity purchase), OneIdentity (the former Quest assets spun 
off from Dell), AppSense and Centrify. 
The addition of app whitelisting via the Arellia purchase placed Thycotic into competition with post-AV threat-
prevention vendors such as Carbon Black, Checkpoint, Digital Guardian (via the Savant acquisition), IBM, Invin-
cea, Lumension, McAfee, Palo Alto Networks and Forcepoint, as well as post-AV (signatureless) malware-detection 
pure plays like Blue Ridge Networks, Bromium, Cisco (SourceFire), Confer Technologies, CounterTack, Cylance, Sen-
tinelOne and Triumfant. 
In terms of combining PM with analytics, CyberArk went down a similar path in 2013 with the release of Privileged 
Threat Analytics. In 2016 it added automated incident-response capabilities and a network sensor with deep-
packet inspection capabilities. Other PM vendors with behavioral analytics capabilities (or UBA vendors with a 
focus on privileged users) include BalaBit and ObserveIT.



SWOT ANALYSIS
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STRENGTHS
Thycotic has done a nice job expanding its 
tool kit and addressable markets. The core 
value proposition of PBA will be to save ad-
mins hours of manual labor that would be re-
quired to sort through thousands of logs to 
find evidence of unusual behavior, at which 
point attackers are generally long gone.

WEAKNESSES
By most accounts, Thycotic is growing rapid-
ly and increasing its stature in the somewhat 
niche PM market, although it still lacks the 
market presence of segment leaders.

OPPORTUNITIES
PBA will also require a separate license, so 
there is an immediate opportunity to drive 
new Secret Server sales by increasing the 
PBA attach rate.

THREATS
As its product set grows, Thycotic will in-
creasingly encounter vendors outside its 
core PM niche, including broad IAM suite 
vendors, endpoint security vendors and now 
potentially UBA vendors.


